Default rosters, Alternative rosters and Changes of shift

New 2014 Permanent Award provisions have been developed and negotiated between the FBEU and FRNSW to allow greater roster flexibility for firefighters who seek it. They also ensure that employees who do not want to work 24 hour shifts cannot be forced to, and that the 10/14 Roster remains the principal roster within FRNSW.

These FAQ's have been prepared and agreed between the FBEU and FRNSW to help employees understand the new arrangements, and should be read together with the new Award subclauses.

1. Background
2. Changes of Shift (PCOS)
3. Alternative Rosters
4. 24 Hour Shifts
5. General

Background

1.1 What’s a default roster?

The 2014 Permanent Firefighting Staff Award requires every FRNSW station/workplace with permanent firefighting staff attached to have a roster that can only be changed following consultation between FRNSW and the Union or, if FRNSW and the Union do not agree, by the IRC. This is now known as the default roster for that station, and is in most cases the Standard 10/14 Roster.

1.2 Do I have a default roster?

Yes. The Award also requires every permanent firefighter below the rank of Superintendent to be attached to a station/workplace, so every firefighter has a default roster – ie, your station’s default roster (see 1.1).

1.3 What about alternative rosters and changes of shift?

The default roster applies to all employees attached to a station, however individual firefighters can now apply to work different hours by either:

• an alternative roster; or
• a change of shift agreement.

1.4 What’s the difference?

There are several. They both have their own benefits and limitations, relative to the other, and their own rules.

An alternative roster is an agreement between an employee, or a group of employees, and FRNSW that will usually operate on a longer term basis. An alternative roster agreement will operate for a set period of time until:
• ended by the employee with 14 days notice; or
• ended by FRNSW with 21 days notice if the agreement was conditional on one of more other employees also working that alternative roster (see 4.1); or
• the employee accepts a transfer to another area under Clause 28 of the Award.

A change of shift is an agreement between two or more employees that will usually operate for shorter periods (and often only for single shifts), although they can operate for longer periods. A change of shift agreement can be suspended or cancelled by FRNSW with “good and proper reason” and “sufficient notice”, which will depend on the particular circumstances (see 2.2).

1.5 What’s a “full change of shift” and a “part change of shift”?  

A “full” change of shift occurs when one employee works another employee’s entire shift and a “part” change of shift occurs when one employee works part of their own shift and another employee works the balance of that shift (either before or after) in their stead. However, for ease of convenience, all changes of shift will continue to be referred to as “PCOS”.

1.6 Is there a minimum or maximum period required to work an alternate roster or change of shift?

No. There is no minimum or maximum number of shifts that an alternative roster must be worked, although some alternative rosters (like the 24 hour “Ryde Roster”) must commence and finish at the start/end of each 8 week roster cycle.

Specific conditions, such as duration, starting dates and roster need to be formalised with your Zone or Area Commander prior to commencement (see 3.5). Depending on the circumstances and roster requested, agreement may be conditional on your agreement to a change of location and/or becoming a reliever.

Similarly, there is no minimum or maximum number of changes of shift that must be worked. It’s possible, for example, for two or more employees to apply for an extended arrangement with one PCOS application.

Changes of Shift (PCOS)

2.1 How do I apply?

PCOS applications will continue to operate as they always have. Employees must apply in writing at least 24 hours prior to performing a full or part change of shift. This application, which may provide for multiple and/or recurring changes of shift, must include the number of hours, the relevant times and date(s) and the names and signatures of both the employee(s) seeking the change and the employee(s) who shall be working in their stead.

Employees who wish to enter into an extended PCOS agreement with one or more other employees (eg, from 1 April to 30 June) can apply by way of report rather than the standard PCOS pro-forma. Make sure you include all of the information required.

2.2 What is “good and proper reason” for my PCOS application to be declined?

The following situations are indicative of what will be considered “good and proper reason” for refusal or cancellation of a PCOS application:

• Employee B does not hold the qualification(s) held by Employee A (e.g. rescue, hazmat, pumper or aerial operator qualifications), and it is therefore likely that overtime will be required if the application is approved;
2.3 Can double (ie 24 hour) shifts by PCOS start at either 0800 or 1800 hours?

No. FRNSW and the Union have agreed that applications to commence at 1800 hours will not be approved until a general joint review of these new arrangements has been carried out later this year. In the meantime, all pre-arranged 24 hour shifts (either by PCOS or alternative roster) will need to be arranged so that they are worked starting at 0800 hours.

Unexpected staff shortages are different and a double shift commencing 1800 hours may, if necessary, be worked by overtime (eg, a rostered 10/14 shift from 1800-0800 followed by overtime from 0800-1800). See 4.8.

2.4 How does an extended PCOS agreement work? What if I take leave, or the employee who agreed to work for me takes leave?

The old change of shift Standing Orders left it up to the two employees involved to make a PCOS work. If an employee who agreed to work for you didn't show then they were in trouble and your pay was docked.

This has changed. Now, if you agree to work a PCOS for someone else and you take leave – either rostered (eg, annual leave) or not (eg, sick leave) - then your leave is docked, not theirs, and FRNSW will treat it as any staff shortage. Equally, an employee who agreed to work your shift but does not do so is responsible for that absence, not you.

It's possible to have an ongoing PCOS agreement that continues while one employee is on annual or long service leave, provided that approval will require the number of hours that you nominally arrange to work for one or more other employees during that leave period to balance with the number of hours that they arrange to work for you. A PCOS cannot be arranged in such a way that you would achieve a credit of annual leave.

FRNSW and the Union have agreed that uncertainty at this early stage about the full impact of PCOS agreements during annual or long service leave warrants cautious introduction, so extended applications may be declined while these arrangements remain under joint review. Employees whose extended PCOS applications are declined for this reason may be offered the option of an alternative roster agreement instead.

If your PCOS application is approved and you proceed on annual or long service leave in the middle of an extended PCOS agreement, then you'll be docked the leave hours for both your own rostered shifts and the shifts of the other employee(s) who you agreed to work for, but you'll also then be re-credited with the leave hours of any of your rostered shifts that were worked by the other employee while you were on leave. If your agreement with the other employee was on a shift for shift basis then your leave balance will end up exactly the same as it would normally.

2.5 What about sick leave?

If you take sick leave (including an NMC) when you were meant to work for someone else then you'll be docked the sick leave hours (and NMC) for that shift, not the other employee who was rostered to work, however the other employee will be paid for that shift and not you.
2.6 Can I work a 24 hour double shift at two stations (e.g. 10 hour day at one station and 14 hour night at another station) if I have someone come in early for me at the first station, or someone stay back for me at the second station?

No, you can only undertake a 24 hour PCOS at the same station you commenced duty.

2.7 Who decides if my application is approved or declined?

Responsibility for approval of PCOS applications rests with the Duty Commander, but short term approvals may be delegated to the Station Officer with that Station Officer’s agreement. Applications should be submitted at least 24 hours prior to the shift(s) in question.

2.8 What if my application is declined?

There is no right or entitlement for employees to work a PCOS, which remain subject to approval by FRNSW – although FRNSW is required to approve a change of shift agreement unless there is “good and proper reason” not to (see 2.2), or because the proposed PCOS is a double shift starting at 1800 hours (see 2.3). FRNSW and the Union both support PCOS applications being determined as far as possible at a local level, however the Union can make representations to management if your application is declined.

2.9 Is it possible for Station Officers to input PCOS agreements into SAM rather than Duty Commanders?

Access is available in SAM for Station Officers to approve and enter PCOS agreements on a voluntary basis, but whoever the officer is who approves a PCOS agreement (see 2.7) should also be the officer who enters the agreement in SAM.

2.10 How many PCOS hours can I accumulate? How long do I have to pay these hours back?

There is no limit, although one of the examples given for a “good and proper reason” to decline or cancel a change of shift is where "an employee develops a significant imbalance in the number of changes of shift worked on their behalf versus the number of changes of shift worked by that employee on behalf of other employees".

Provided you both agree then there is also no minimum or maximum time within which you have to repay a change of shift - this is entirely between you and the other employee(s). It should however be noted that the more shifts you are owed, the greater the chance of incurring difficulties in having them paid back. Employees may be transferred from one station and/or platoon to another, thereby restricting their ability to repay you. Any liability rests with you.

2.11 Can I enter into a PCOS agreement with a firefighter on alternate duties?

No, you can only enter into a PCOS agreement if both employees are fit to perform each other’s duties at the time of the agreement. FRNSW may terminate a PCOS agreement if either employee is unable to perform the duties of the other firefighter for an extended period of time.

2.12 Can I enter into a 24hr PCOS agreement with a reliever if they are covering an annual leave at my station? Or does the possibility they may be moved for that shift, leaving me unable to work the adjoining shifts, mean that a 24hr PCOS in this situation is not possible?

Perhaps, but arrangements would need to be discussed with your Duty Commander to ensure that this suits operational needs.
2.13 Can I withdraw from a PCOS agreement?

No. Employees remain bound by a PCOS agreement unless and until they agree otherwise, or FRNSW cancels that agreement. You should therefore think carefully before entering into a long-term or ongoing PCOS agreement with another employee (or group of employees) because, unlike an alternative roster, you may find yourself stuck in a different work pattern that no longer suits.

**Alternative Rosters**

3.1 How do I apply?

Employees who wish to work an alternative roster should apply by report stating that you are applying to work an alternative roster in accordance with subclause 8.2.3 of the Award and setting out your proposed alternative roster together with its proposed commencement and cessation times and dates.

Your proposed alternative roster can work in any way you like provided it:

- operates over an eight-week cycle;
- allows at least eight consecutive hours between the cessation of one rostered shift and the commencement of the next rostered shift;
- does not allow split or broken shifts;
- does not allow more than five days’ work, or more than five rostered shifts, in any seven day period; and
- does not average more than forty two ordinary working hours per week over the eight-week cycle.

Until further notice, if you are attached to an SO and 3 station then your alternative roster must also operate within the hours and days of work of your station’s default roster (see 3.3) and any 24 hour shifts must commence at 0800 hours (see 2.3).

Approvals for alternative rosters are not guaranteed. Consideration of each application will be based on not only benefits to the employee(s) involved, but also to FRNSW. Considerations for FRNSW will include impact of efficiencies such as availability of firefighting staff at peak periods.

If you’re interested in working an alternative roster you can discuss this with your Zone Commander and/or the Union.

3.2 Can someone else apply on my behalf in order to avoid the need for multiple reports?

Yes, but only if every employee who agrees to work the alternative roster signs the report. Stations don’t work an alternative roster, individual employees do, so each employee who wishes to work an alternative roster needs to either sign the joint application, or submit their own. It is preferable if employees applying in conjunction with one or more others (eg, four employees, one on each platoon) submit a joint application. See 4.1.

3.3 Are these alternative rosters only available to firefighters on the 10/14?

No. Any employee may apply to work an alternative roster, including those whose default roster is not the 10/14, but your alternative roster must meet all of the requirements of Award subclause 8.2.3 and, if you are attached to an SO and 3 station, must operate until further notice within the hours and days of work of your station’s default roster. For example, if your default roster is the Back to Back then your alternative roster must operate between 0600 and 1800 hours, and if it is the Special Roster then your alternate roster must operate between Monday and Friday and between 0800 and 1630 hours.
3.4 What about part time work?

Employees do not need to work full time in order to work an alternative roster. The Award provides pro-rata pay for employees who work an alternative roster with fewer hours than provided by their default roster, so it is open to employees to devise their own rosters, including part-time work rosters, to suit their own personal circumstances. Or employees may simply apply to work the Part Time Roster (see Award subclause 8.6a).

When applying for part time work you should provide as much supporting information as possible for consideration by your Area Commander, who will take into account both your circumstances and organisational contingencies / priorities in making their determination.

3.5 Who decides if my application is approved or declined?

Applications for 24 hour alternative rosters should be submitted to your Zone Commander and for all other alternative rosters (or to work the Part-Time Roster), to your Area Commander.

Applications to work an alternative roster should be submitted at least 28 days prior to the desired commencement date. Alternative roster arrangements agreed to by FRNSW will be drawn up by FRNSW and provided to both the employee(s) concerned and the Union at least 14 days prior to commencement.

3.6 What if my application is rejected?

There is no right or entitlement for employees to work an alternative roster and approval will remain subject to FRNSW operational requirements and efficiencies. Your Zone or Area Commander will work with you in an attempt to progress your alternative roster application or find a suitable alternative. If your application is declined then reasons will be provided.

The Union can also assist you and make representations to management.

3.7 Can I withdraw from an alternative roster agreement?

Yes. The Award expressly provides a right for employees who no longer wish to work an alternative roster to return to their default roster within 14 days, so you can never be forced into or stuck working an alternative roster (or part-time) if you do not want to.

24 hour shifts

4.1 How can I start working the 24 hour “Ryde Roster”?

It’s important to understand that a station doesn’t work an alternative roster, individual employees do. Even at a station like 42 Ryde, whose firefighters and officers have all been working a 24 hour roster since December, the station’s default roster is still the 10/14 – it’s just that all of the individual employees attached there have agreed to work a 24 hour alternative roster.

If four employees (one on each platoon) agree to work a 24 hour roster and one employee later requests to return to their default roster then FRNSW may (but not must) also return the other three who originally agreed to work the 24 hour roster to the 10/14 with 21 days notice.

If you want to work a 24 hour roster, it is preferred that you do so in conjunction with three other employees at your station (one employee from each of the other three platoons). This will increase the chances of FRNSW approving your application. It’s also possible that FRNSW will make approval of your application conditional upon you finding one or more other employees to work it with you, or may propose that you facilitate the working of 24 hour shifts by a PCOS agreement instead.
4.2 Can I start working the 24 hour roster at anytime?

No. The 24 hour “Ryde Roster” operates over a minimum 8 week cycle and must commence and finish at the start of each roster cycle, which commences at 0800 hours on the first A Platoon Friday day shift following a pay day. If that sounds confusing then a quick check of the 10/14 roster calendar will show that the next possible start date is 0800 on Friday 12 June, followed 8 weeks later by 7 August, 2 October and 27 November.

If you want to start working the 24 hour “Ryde Roster” then these are the dates that you should be looking at. B Platoon works the first 24 hours, followed by A, followed then by D, A, D, C, B, C and finally B, and then repeats.

4.3 If two or more employees wish to work 24 hour shifts between themselves by PCOS do they have to submit PCOS forms for every shift during that arrangement?

No. A single report can be used to cover the entire period. See 2.1

4.4 Does everyone at my station have to agree to work the same alternative roster before we can work it?

No. There is no need for everyone at the station to be on the same roster. For example, it is possible for one or more employees per platoon to be working the 10/14 and one or more employees per platoon to be working a 24 hour roster, either by alternative roster, or PCOS, or a combination of both.

4.5 There are concerns regarding fatigue management. How will fatigue be managed, especially at busy stations?

For fatigue management to work effectively employees and managers need to take responsibility. Notification of Station Officers, Duty Commanders and Incident Controllers etc when employees suspect that fatigue may become an issue will allow for the situation to be safely and effectively managed.

4.6 Can I remain at my station after I have ceased duty if I feel fatigued?

Yes, however you will need to seek approval from the on shift Station Officer.

4.7 Can I be forced to work 24 hour shifts?

No. Both FRNSW and the Union will support any employee who wishes to remain on the 10/14, which remains the default roster for every station working 24 hour shifts.

4.8 Can an employee work a double shift (24 hours) in lieu of another employee undertaking a recall?

Technically yes. There is no restriction on this other than the requirement for both the employee concerned and FRNSW to agree, however the recall list of employees who have provided their availability on their days off should be used in the first instance.

4.9 What happens if I am required to stay back at the conclusion of my 24 hour shift?

While all employees may be held back for a staff shortage, priority will always be given to the relief of employees working in excess of 24 hours for any reason. Relief will occur as soon as reasonably practicable, either by the deployment of relievers or out duties or, if necessary, by early recall (ie, it will not be necessary for employees on recall to wait until 1000 hours to commence duty).
4.10 What happens if I am working a 10/14 day shift at a station where everyone else is working 24 hour shifts and there is no on-shift employee available to relieve me at 1800 hours?

The Duty Commander will arrange for your relief as soon as possible and, if no on shift relievers or outduties are available, an employee on recall will be arranged to commence duty as soon as possible (i.e., it is not necessary for the recall to wait until 2200 hours to commence duty).

4.11 How are my “per shift” entitlements calculated for a 24 hour shift?

The answer depends on whether the 24 hour shift is being worked by alternative roster or PCOS.

On Alternative Roster

For each 24 hour shift worked by alternative roster:

- the Relieving Allowance (if payable) is paid twice;
- an outduty performed is counted as two outduties;
- compassionate leave is counted as two shifts; and
- an unsupported sick leave absence (NMC) is counted as two NMCs.

This double payment or double count only applies in the case of 24 hour shifts. For example, a Relieving Employee who works an 18 hour shift will still be paid the standard (single) Relieving Allowance.

On PCOS

24 hour (double) shifts worked by PCOS will continue to be treated and paid for all purposes as two separate shifts. PCOS agreements operate on the general principle that only one employee can paid for the work performed, so for each shift worked by PCOS:

- the Relieving Allowance (if payable) is paid to either the employee who was originally rostered to work (Employee A) or the employee who agreed to work for them (Employee B), but not both. If both employees are entitled to payment (for example, if Employee A is a Reliever and Employee B performs an outduty that shift), then only Employee B is paid the Relieving Allowance;
- an outduty performed is counted against either Employee A or Employee B, but not both. If both employees perform an outduty (for example, if Employee A works from 0800 to 1400 hours and Employee B from 1400 to 1800 hours) then only Employee B will be counted as having performed the outduty, provided that both employees will be paid for any distances actually travelled and that Employee B’s base station is, for each PCOS worked, Employee A’s base station;
- an unsupported sick leave (NMC) absence for all or part of both shifts (e.g., a 10 hour day shift followed by a 14 hour night shift) is counted as two NMCs, whereas an unsupported sick leave absence for only one shift, or that commenced mid-shift (for example, at 2000 hours) is counted as one NMC.

4.12 Why am I required to use two NMCs if I am on a 24 hour alternative roster?

To maintain the value of 10/14 per shift relieving and leave entitlements for employees working 24 hour shifts.

All employees still accrue 3 NMCs per year. Employees on the 10/14 work 160 shifts per year, whereas employees working 24 hours by alternative roster work 80 shifts per year. If employees
working 24 hour shifts required only one NMC per shift, then they would effectively have twice the NMC entitlement as employees on the 10/14. The same applies for compassionate leave.

On the other hand, all employees still have a limit of 12 outduties per year. If employees working 24 hour shifts were counted as working only one outduty per shift, then they would effectively have twice the outduty limit as employees on the 10/14. The same applies for relieving allowances, which would otherwise be effectively half the value of the 10/14 entitlement.

**General**

5.1 **Can I take sick leave or carer's leave for part of a shift?**

There are a number of scenarios when answering this question:

- If you become ill during a shift you have already commenced then yes, you can proceed on sick leave using either an NMC or MC;
- If you reported sick prior to the start of your shift then no, you may not return to duty during that shift (or, if you have arranged to perform a double shift by PCOS, during that double shift) unless you provide an MC that clearly states the date and time that you are fit to commence duty. If you reported sick using an NMC, but subsequently provide an MC in support of your return to duty then the NMC(s) will be re-credited; and
- If, during a shift, you are required to attend a specialist appointment then you may cease and subsequently resume duty provided that you produce an MC with the time and date of the appointment. Given Specialist appointments are often booked well in advance, prior notice should be provided whenever possible to your Duty Commander.

The same conditions apply for carer’s leave, whether by MC or Statutory Declaration, provided that an MC will not be required to return to duty.

Employees who work a 24 hour shift by PCOS are still working two shifts, not one. For example, an unsupported sick leave absence that commences at 2000 hours will be treated as one NMC (ie, for that night shift only), whereas an unsupported sick leave absence that commences at 1500 hours will be treated as two NMCs (ie, one NMC for that day shift and a second NMC for that night shift).

Employees who work a 24 hour shift by alternative roster are working one shift, not two, so an unsupported sick leave absence will always be treated as two NMCs regardless of the time that absence commences (see 4.11 and 4.12).

5.2 **Can I take consolidated leave during a shift as long as I give the required notice?**

Yes.

There is no change to the rules for the taking of consolidated leave (CL) - with one exception.

If overtime will be necessary to cover your CL at the start or end of your shift and that overtime will be worked by an employee on a 24 hour shift, then you can take either:

- 1 hour CL, in which case the employee working the 24 hour shift will work the 1 hour of overtime required to cover it; or
- 4 (or more) hours’ CL, in which case the Duty Commander will make other arrangements to fill the shortage.